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Pandemic
Caveat

Given the global public health crisis impacting the world’s economy,
the data and analysis should be considered to be from, and
applicable to, the pre-COVID-19 pandemic timeframe that began in
February and March of 2020.
HSP suggests planning for an update to this study once the economy
has generally recovered for a measurable period.
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Executive Summary
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Hunden Strategic Partners (HSP), was engaged by the Crawford
County Convention & Visitors Bureau and the City of Pittsburg to
identify the market demand and financial feasibility of a new
conference center development in Crawford County, Kansas.

Key Questions

HSP explored the following key questions:
§ What are the existing market conditions locally and regionally?
§ What is the market opportunity for meetings, conferences and
conventions?
§ What best practices may be learned from comparable situations?
§ What is the best site for the proposed project?
§ How will the proposed project perform?
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HEADLINES
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The following slides summarize the key findings and headlines. In order to assess the viability of any project and
make informed recommendations, there are six key elements that must be considered.
THE LOCAL MARKET
Crawford County benefits greatly
from its location and access. The
county offers a University as well as
several large employers.
Downtown attractions and other
regional draws such as the Kansas
Crossing Casino are beneficial for
meeting planners and bode well for a
new conference center project.

THE PROJECT SITE
Crawford County is fortunate to
have multiple sites to assess for this
potential development. There are
many considerations that lead to
selecting an optimal site. A
walkable environment with plenty of
restaurants, hotel rooms, retail and
entertainment options is of the
utmost priority.
Of the four sites assessed for this
study, HSP recommends that the
Kansas Crossing site be given
priority.

THE INDUSTRY
While the industry is ever-changing,
the
expectations
for
ease,
convenience and affordability have
increased, while the demand for
authenticity and large blocks of
generic/branded hotel rooms and
attached high-quality flexible spaces
has also increased.
Often, a single event will use many
different types of spaces, including
exhibit halls, banquet facilities and
breakout meeting rooms increasing
the need for well-designed multipurpose facilities and flexible break
out rooms.
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HEADLINES
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The following slides summarize the key findings and headlines. In order to assess the viability of any project and
make informed recommendations, there are six key elements that must be considered.
THE DEMAND

THE SUPPLY

There is a gap and need in Crawford
County for a small conference and
event center.

The local supply lacks the type, size
and flexibility of spaces that would
allow it to accommodate most
conferences and event types. The
existing Memorial Convention Center
is dated and small, with little flexibility.

HSP recommends a small, flexible
facility with 20,000 square feet of
function space and approximately
28,000 square feet of support space.
In order to be competitive, the facility
must have flexible breakout space
and meeting rooms, state of the art
technology,
and
a
walkable
environment with sufficient hotel
rooms and restaurant options.

Regionally, most competitive facilities
within a three-hour drive time range
from 40,000 to 110,000 SF of total
meeting space.

THE CASE STUDIES
Crawford County has an opportunity
to create a successful, profitablyoperated convention center, but
emphasis must be placed on
creating a flexible space in a
walkable environment with the
proper amenities and sizing.
The information provided about HQ
hotels around the country yields
valuable lessons for the Crawford
County study, as the site location
will largely be dependent on
proximity to a suitable hotel
package.

HSP does not recommend exhibit
space at this time.
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DESTINATION DEVELOPMENT SWOT ANALYSIS
How External and Internal Factors Affect Project Viability

INTERNAL FACTORS

POSITIVE

STRENGTHS
§ Strong County and City Leadership
§ Accessibility
§ Kansas Crossing Casino
§ Retail Hub for the Region
§ Pittsburg State University

NEGATIVE

WEAKNESSES
§

Small Regional Population

EXTERNAL FACTORS
OPPORTUNITIES
§

Affordable and Available Land

§

Potential Investment from Casino/Others

§

Proximity to University and Hospital

§

Corporate Events

THREATS
§

Competition from larger KS cities

§

Branding Challenges
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HSP recommends that a new conference and event center be
developed with the following program specifications:

Recommendations

Proposed Program
Area
Grand Ballroom
Meeting Rooms/Jr Ballroom

Square Feet
15,000
6,000

Total

21,000

Pre-Function/Back of House

27,820

Total Building SF

48,820

Divisions
6
7

Square Feet
2,500
857

Booths
75

Capacity
Theater
Banquet
1,364
1,000
71
n/a
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Source: HSP

HSP’s analysis found that of the four potential sites, the Kansas
Crossing site is the most compelling. As such, this site was used in
the recommended scenario and accompanying projections.
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Convergence Design proposes the following space program:

Conceptual
Diagram
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Site Test Fit:
Kansas Crossing
Convergence Design performed
a site test fit for all four sites, the
adjacent drawing is an overview
of the recommended site,
Kansas Crossing.
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Cost Estimate:
Kansas Crossing
Convergence Design prepared
an order of magnitude cost
estimate for the recommended
development at the Kansas
Crossing site. The Project is
expected to cost approximately
$24 million.

Construction Costs
New Building
Link to Hotel
New Parking
General Sitework
Subtotal Construction

48,820
1500
600
1

SF
SF
PS
LS

@
@
@
@

$350
$400
$2,200
$250,000

/SF
/SF
/PS
ea.

= $17,087,000
=
$600,000
= $1,320,000
=
$250,000
$19,300,000

Project Costs
Design, Testing, etc.
Furnishings, Fixtures, Equipment
Design/Construction Contingency
Subtotal Project Soft Costs
Project Summary
Construction Total
Project Costs
Total Project Cost

9%
7%
10%

of
of
of

$19,300,000
$19,300,000
$19,300,000

=
=
=

$1,737,000
$1,351,000
$1,930,000
$5,100,000

$19,300,000
$5,100,000
$24,400,000
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Project
Pro Forma
Pro Forma Operating Statement of Revenue and Expenses ($000's, Inflated)

HSP projects that Kansas Crossing
development scenario will generate total
annual revenue of nearly $550,000 in Year
1 and increase revenues to approximately
$1.1 million by Year 10. Most revenue is
expected to come from gross concessions
and catering, followed by space rentals.
Expenses are expected to total $856,000
in Year 1 and increase to over $1.1 million
by the end of the period.
This project is projected to experience net
losses in the early stages of operation,
though HSP expects the deficit will drop to
less than $30,000 in Year 4.

Year 1
Revenue
Event Revenue
Space Rental
Equipment Rental
Net Food and Beverage
Event Services Income
Sub-total
Other Revenue
Advertising and Sponsorships
Other Revenue
Total Operating Revenue
Expenses
Salaries and Wages
Employee Benefits
Passthrough Labor
Maintenance & Repairs
Cleaning
Utilities
Sales and Marketing
General and Administrative
Insurance
Other Operating Expenses
Reserve For Replacement

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

$109
16
368
30
$523

$132
20
430
36
$617

$174
26
552
47
$798

$196
29
655
53
$932

$202
30
678
55
$965

$207
31
695
56
$989

$212
32
713
57
$1,014

$217
33
731
59
$1,039

$223
33
749
60
$1,065

$229
34
768
62
$1,092

5
16

5
19

5
24

5
28

6
29

6
30

6
30

6
31

6
32

6
33

$544

$641

$828

$966

$1,000

$1,025

$1,050

$1,077

$1,103

$1,131

419
122
33
39
16
73
25
52
31
34
14

429
125
39
45
19
74
26
53
32
35
17

440
128
51
57
24
78
26
54
32
37
22

451
131
58
65
27
80
27
55
33
39
25

462
134
59
73
29
81
28
57
34
40
26

474
137
61
74
30
81
28
58
35
41
26

486
141
62
76
30
82
29
60
36
42
27

498
144
64
78
31
82
30
61
37
43
28

511
148
65
80
32
83
30
63
38
44
28

523
152
67
82
33
84
31
64
39
45
29

Total Expenses

$856

$893

$949

$991

$1,022

$1,046

$1,071

$1,096

$1,122

$1,148

Net Operating Income

($312)

($253)

($122)

($26)

($23)

($22)

($21)

($19)

($18)

($17)

Source: HSP
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Summary of
20-Year Impacts
The Project, in the Kansas Crossing Scenario,
is expected to generate $82 million in net
new spending, nearly $26 million in net new
earnings and 40 new full-time equivalent jobs
at stabilization.
Capturable fiscal impact accruing to Crawford
County and the City of Pittsburg is expected
to total approximately $2.5 million from sales,
hotel, food & beverage and real estate taxes.

Summary of 20-Year Estimated Impacts
Net New Spending
Direct
Indirect
Induced
Total

(millions)
$47
$16
$19
$82

Net New Earnings
From Direct
From Indirect
From Induced
Total

(millions)
$15
$5
$6
$26

Net New FTE Jobs
From Direct
From Indirect
From Induced
Total

Actual
23
8
9
40

Taxes Collected
County Hotel Tax (6%)
Local Portion of Sales Tax (2.5%)
Portion to County (1%)
Portion to City (1.5%)
Total

(millions)
$1.1

Construction Impact
New Materials Spending
New Labor Spending

(millions)
$16.8
$14.6

Job-Years, Actual

$0.6
$0.8
$2.5

270

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners
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Chapter 1:
Project Profile

15

Project Orientation
The study was designed to assist Crawford County in facilitating
the development of a conference center in Pittsburg, Kansas. The
goals of the project are to expand the types and sizes of events
that Crawford County is able to host, and to encourage economic
activity through this increase in visitation.
The conference center is proposed to be located on one of three
potential sites: adjacent to the existing Kansas Crossing Casino; a
parcel located at the intersection of US Highway 69 and
Centennial Street; or at the north end of the City of Pittsburg. The
HSP Team evaluated all three potential sites as well as a fourth
alternative and will make recommendations as to their viability.
The analysis also took into consideration the hotel market in
Crawford County, in order to understand the hotel package
necessary to host specific types of events. Without a properly
sized and formatted hotel, the event facility will not have optimal
performance.
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Potential Development Sites
The project sites assessed are as follows:
1. North Hotel Cluster
2. Centennial Drive at 69 Highway
3. Kansas Crossing
4. Alternative Site Option: Memorial Auditorium

Each site presents its own unique challenges and opportunities.
The implications of each area were considered, and
recommendations organized in a matrix of potential development
opportunities.
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POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT SITES
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NORTH HOTEL CLUSTER

CENTENNIAL DRIVE

The North Hotel Cluster site, as its name suggests, was
selected for its proximity to a number of lodging
options, including the Comfort Inn, Holiday Inn Express
and others.

The Centennial Drive site is located near the Pittsburg
State University campus, as well as near a restaurant and
retail core.

POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT SITES
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KANSAS CROSSING

MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM

The Kansas Crossing Site is located on the South end of
Crawford County, adjacent to the Kansas Crossing
Casino. Though this area lacks a concentration of retail
and restaurants, development has increased in this area
in the recent past.

The alternative site added for consideration is at the site of
the existing Memorial Auditorium. It is a downtown
location that could leverage the existing asset.

Stakeholder Feedback
As part of the project kickoff, the HSP Team engaged with several key stakeholders and industry professionals in the
Crawford County area. Highlights of this feedback is summarized in the following slides.
§ Lack of Function Space. In general, the County struggles with a supply of contiguous function space for business
meetings and conferences. The current local supply is focused on weddings and private events, with several barn
venues and other alternative spaces. The PSU Ballroom and the Memorial Convention Center are the largest
available appropriate spaces, though they struggle to accommodate larger regional events.
§ Sizing. In order to compete for annual events either regionally or statewide, the new center would need to be
capable of accommodating 500 to 1,000 attendees.
§ Corporate Presence. Though Crawford County has several large employers in the area, most of these companies
have their own on-site space for meetings and regular events. In addition, corporate events have dwindled over the
years due to executives traveling less and companies utilizing virtual platforms like Zoom.
§ On-Site Amenities. The most important amenities for event planners are parking and a walkable environment with
adequate hotel rooms, dining and retail.
§ Flexible Space is Key. Meeting planners and industry stakeholders prefer a flexible facility, capable of multiple
configurations and breakout rooms.
§ Attracting Professional Functions. The Client and the key stakeholders have prioritized professional functions, as the
County already has a sufficient supply of entertainment and sports facilities. A business conference center that can
attract professional associations is the goal.
19

Chapter 2:
Economic, Demographic &
Tourism Analysis
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How do Economic, Demographic and
Tourism Impact Various Project Types?
Every element of a community has some impact, either directly or indirectly, on the potential for a new destination asset.
§ Meeting facilities have a similar relationship to an area as hotels, though the local population is more likely to utilize
meeting space than to stay in a hotel, so the presence of local associations and corporations will drive some demand to
meeting facilities. Local companies and universities will also drive events. Proximity to major attractions, roads and
airports will help meeting facilities.
§ Hotels rely heavily on tourism (leisure) and corporate visitation to a given area in order to fill rooms throughout the
week. Typically, the presence of more and larger corporations in an area will drive weekday occupancy and leisure
travelers will be more common during the weekends, though some overlap is to be expected. A more robust local
economy helps support group business in hotels.
§ Sports facilities rely on accessibility to major population areas with strong incomes, as tend to locate in suburban areas,
where land is plentiful and less expensive for the vast acreage needed for facilities and parking.
§ Retail/Restaurant is highly influenced by the median household income (HHI) and, therefore, employment in an area.
There is also an important relationship between the cost of living in an area (housing, etc.) and median HHI as it points
to what level of discretionary income is available for residents to spend on dining and non-essential retail goods.
§ Entertainment facilities typically rely on a large local and regional population (depending on size and nature of facility)
and the spending power thereof. Demographics of residents (age, spending behaviors, etc.) will also affect the
programming and potential success on an entertainment facility.
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Pittsburg Overview
Pittsburg is located in Crawford County in southeastern Kansas
and is home to 20,302 people as of 2020. Pittsburg lies close to
the Missouri border and is located approximately 2 hours south
of Kansas City and approximately 40 minutes from Joplin,
Missouri.
Although small, Pittsburg is home to many of the amenities and
attractions found in larger cities across the country and offers a
low cost of living. Pittsburg is the home to Pittsburg State
University, with a total enrollment of 6,645.
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Pittsburg
Overview
Pittsburg, Kansas is located in the
southeastern part of the state of
Kansas on adjacent to the Missouri
border. The competitive area of
conference center will likely span
to markets in surrounding counties
as well as markets in the
southwestern Missouri region.
There are several access points to
Pittsburg such as Highway 69
running from north to south
through the city, and Route 126
running east to west.
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Regional DriveTimes
The adjacent map shows the regional
drive times from the Pittsburg and
greater Crawford County area.
Pittsburg is situated with great access
to Oklahoma, Missouri, Arkansas, and
the rest of Kansas.
Within a 1-hour drive time, the
population is 328,148, and it grows to
over 635,300 within a 1.5-hour drive
time, and finally
expands to
2,881,799 within a 2-hour drive time.
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Demographic Analysis
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Population and Growth Rates
Population
United States
Kansas
Pittsburg, KS Metropolitan Statistical Area
Crawford County
Pittsburg

Percent Change

2000

2010

2020

2025 Projected

2010 - 2020

281,421,906
2,688,418
38,242
38,242
19,521

308,745,538
2,853,118
39,134
39,134
20,276

333,793,107
2,960,432
39,426
39,426
20,302

346,021,282
3,002,470
39,210
39,210
20,158

8.1%
3.8%
0.7%
0.7%
0.1%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

Population

Crawford County and the Pittsburg area have both experienced below average
population growth from 2010 to 2020, when compared to the State of Kansas and the
entire United States. It must be noted that Pittsburg, KS MSA and Crawford County
have the same population data which can be attributed to similarity in boundaries and
insufficient market data recording. Domestic migration can be attributed to the slow
down in population growth across the state of Kansas.

Income, Spending and Other Demographic Data
Category

United States

Kansas

Crawford County

Homeownership rate, 2014-2018
Median value of owner-occupied housing units, 2014-2018
Persons per household, 2014-2018
Median household income, 2014-2018
Persons below poverty level, percent
Total employment, 2018
Total employment, percent change, 2017-2018
Retail sales per capita, 2012

63.80%
$204,900
2.63
$60,293
11.8%
130,881,471
1.8%
$13,443

66.30%
$145,400
2.52
$57,422
12.0%
1,203,434
0.4%
$13,263

58.40%
$91,000
2.47
$40,174
17.7%
14,636
-2.1%
$10,317

Pittsburg
41.30%
$86,400
2.39
$35,525
29.5%
----$16,139

Source: US Census Bureau

Income

The median household income in Pittsburg is lower than the state and country as
a whole. However, the retail sales per capital in Pittsburg is above that found in
other areas, which has made it a retail hub for the region. It is also important to
note the median value of housing is much lower than state and national averages
which indicates a lower cost of living.
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Median Household
Income
The median household income in
Crawford County is $40,174. However, the
map to the right shows the variability in
median household incomes in the area
with some areas surpassing $50,000 and
others slightly under $35,000.
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Employment
The table to the right provides information
on Crawford County employment as of
2018. The leading industries in Crawford
County are manufacturing, health care and
social assistance, retail trade, and
accommodation and food services.
There are four industries that make up
over 10% of the employment base of
Crawford County: manufacturing, health
care and social assistance, retail trade, and
local government. Crawford County has a
strong, well-diversified industry base.

Crawford County Employment by Industry - 2018
Description
Total employment (number of jobs)
By type
Wage and salary employment
Proprietors employment
By industry
Nonfarm employment
Farm employment
Private nonfarm employment
Manufacturing
Health care and social assistance
Retail trade
Accommodation and food services
Transportation and warehousing
Other services (except government and government enterprises)
Administrative and support and waste management and remediation services
Construction
Finance and insurance
Professional, scientific, and technical services
Real estate and rental and leasing
Information
Management of companies and enterprises
Arts, entertainment, and recreation
Educational services
Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction
Forestry, fishing, and related activities
Wholesale trade
Utilities
Government and government enterprises
State and local
Local government
State government
Federal civilian
Military

Employees

Percentage of Total

23,458

100%

19,196
4,262

81.83%
18.17%
-96.53%
3.47%
73.57%
11.65%
10.67%
10.00%
8.25%
4.31%
4.28%
4.08%
3.78%
3.06%
2.68%
2.14%
1.52%
1.46%
1.37%
0.81%
0.48%
0.39%
N/A
N/A
22.96%
21.99%
13.17%
8.82%
0.37%
0.61%

22,645
813
17,258
2,733
2,504
2,346
1,935
1,012
1,004
956
886
717
628
503
357
342
321
190
113
91
N/A
N/A
5,387
5,158
3,089
2,069
87
142

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Hunden Strategic Partners
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Major Employers
Pittsburg Sate University is the largest
employer in the area with roughly 1,867
employees. The chart to the right shows
that the employment base in the greater
Pittsburg area is quite diverse and ranges
from various industries with the top three
employers in the area having over 1,000
employees.
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Unemployment Rate by Region (January 2000 - May 2020)
16.0

14.0

12.0

10.0

8.0

6.0

4.0

2.0

Crawford County

Unemployment

USA

Kansas

Pittsburg, KS MSA

As shown, the unemployment rate for both Pittsburg and Crawford County
have trended in tandem with each other. The recent COVID-19 pandemic
has not hit Kansas and the Crawford Country area as hard as the rest of the
United States thus showing the resiliency of the market and employment
base in the area.
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Education
There is one major university in the city
of Pittsburg, Kansas, Pittsburg State
University, which has a total enrollment
of 6,625 students. The closest university
outside of Pittsburg is Missouri Southern
State University which is approximately
25 miles away in Joplin, Missouri.
Educational attainment for the city of
Pittsburg mirrors averages across the
entire United States except for a few
categories.
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Pittsburg Attractions
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Pittsburg Area
Attractions
Pittsburg has several enticing attractions
that bring people in from the surrounding
areas to visit the city. Listed is the top
attractions in and around Pittsburg,
according to TripAdvisor.
The university tops the list with its large
student population and various sport,
event, and community spaces.
Other attractions of note in the area are
several natural parks and open spaces, as
well as memorials and museums.

Pittsburg Area Major Attractions
Name
Pittsburg State University
ArtForms Gallery
Veterans Memorial Amphitheater
Kansas Crossing Casino
Kiddieland At Lincoln Park
Wilderness Park
Mined Land Wildlife Areas
Miner's Memorial in Immigrant Park
Crawford County Historical Museum

Type of Attraction
University
Arts
Museums & Memorials
Entertainment
Nature & Parks
Nature & Parks
Nature & Parks
Museums & Memorials
Museums & Memorials

Source: TripAdvisor
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Pittsburg Area
Attractions
Pittsburg State University – PSU is a public university with a total
enrollment of approximately 6,600 students. The campus is 223
acres and contains the $30 million Kansas Technology Center.
The university is the backbone of the Pittsburg economy and is
closely intertwined with city life. Pittsburg students make up
nearly 30% of the entire Pittsburg population.
ArtForms Gallery– ArtForms is a local cooperative gallery located
centrally in downtown Pittsburg. The gallery contains art for sale
from Southeast Kansas artists as well as spaces for artists to
collaborate, teach, and work.
Veterans Memorial Amphitheater – The Veterans Memorial
Amphitheater is a large memorial containing a reflection pool,
flag rampart, arch with an eternal flame, and a half sized replica
of the prominent Vietnam War Memorial Wall in Washington,
D.C..
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Pittsburg Area
Attractions
Kansas Crossing Casino– The casino boasts 625 slot machines,
16 gaming tables, a Hampton Inn & Suites, both indoor and
outdoor concert spaces, and several dining options. The casino
is located nine minutes south of downtown Pittsburg on Highway
69.
Kiddieland at Lincoln Park– Located northwest of the center of
town, Kiddieland at Lincoln Park is a fantastic family friendly park
for all ages. The attraction is an old school amusement park
within the larger Lincoln Park which contains trails, sport fields,
and natural open space.
Wilderness Park– The Wilderness Park, which includes over four
miles of trails, wetlands, forested areas, grasslands, and a section
of the Cow Creek tributary system. There are also several ponds
and small lakes for fishing.
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Pittsburg Area
Attractions
Mined Wildlife Areas – This wildlife ecosystem and recreational
area in Pittsburg has nearly 13,000 acres of land and 1,500 acres
of water. This site was the location of coal mines in the early
1900s. Now, the wildlife area has several trails and lakes for
fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Miners Memorial in Immigrant Park–
Miners Memorial in
Immigrant Park is a tribute to the local miners in the WeirPittsburg Coal Field. There is one large bronze miner statue and
eight pillars with polished plaques of miners who worked in the
fields.
Crawford County Historical Museum– Located on Highway 69
just northwest of the downtown center of Pittsburg is the
Crawford County Historical Museum. The museum has a number
of rotating exhibits that cover the history of Crawford County.
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Chapter 3: Convention &
Meetings Industry Trends

Introduction to Industry Trends
Trends in the North American convention and tourism industries provide benchmarks against which destinations and
executive staff can compare their own facilities to gauge performance. It is important that the client understand
industry trends in order to remain competitive.
In this section, HSP compiled the most recent and relevant information available about current trends regarding the
convention and tourism industries.
Unless otherwise noted, tables and figures in the following slides are courtesy of the 2018 Price Waterhouse Coopers
(PWC) Convention Center Report regarding national convention center trends. This report surveyed over 100
convention centers across the United States, Canada and Mexico and is an accepted industry standard.
For the purposes of industry consistency, facilities are categorized based on the size of their exhibit space. Large
facilities are 500,000 or more square feet. Medium facilities are typically 200,000 to 499,999 square feet. Mediumsmall facilities consist of 100,000 to 199,999 square feet. Small facilities include anything below 100,000 square feet.
Destinations are broken down based on size. Gateway destinations are metropolitan areas with at least 30,000 hotel
rooms and at least 100,000 square feet of exhibit space. National destinations are metropolitan areas with 15,000 to
30,000 hotel rooms or areas with at least 30,000 rooms and less than 100,000 square feet of exhibit space. Regional
destinations are metropolitan areas with less than 15,000 hotel rooms or secondary/tertiary convention facilities
located in areas with less than 30,000 rooms.
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Facility Types & Requirements for Various Event Types
Event Type
Attendance
Range

Conventions
with Exhibits

Conventions

Tradeshows

150 - 50,000

150 - 15,000

250 - 50,000

Consumer
Shows

Assemblies

Sports Events

Conferences

Meetings

Trainings

Banquets

8,000 1,000,000

5,000 - 50,000

500 - 100,000

50 - 2,000

10 - 300

10 - 300

50 - 2,000

Advertising &
Sales

Info Exchange

Sports

Info Exchange

Info Exchange

Training

Social, Business
& Charity

Primary Purpose

Info Exchange &
Info Exchange
Sales

Sales

Facility
Requirements

Exhibit Halls,
Ballroom,
Ballroom,
Meeting Rooms,
Meeting Rooms,
Hotel Block
Hotel Block

Exhibit Halls,
Hotel Block

Exhibit Halls

Typical Facility
Used

Convention
Convention
Center & Large Center & Large
Hotels
Hotels

Expo Facilities
& Convention
Centers

Expo Facilities
& Convention
Centers

Arena or Exhibit Arena, Stadium
Ballroom,
Meeting Rooms, Meeting Rooms,
Halls, Hotel
or Exhibit Halls, Meeting Rooms,
Hotel Block
Hotel Block
Block
Hotel Block
Hotel Block
Arenas or
Convention
Centers

Arena,
Stadiums,
Convention
Centers

Convention/
Conference
Centers and
Hotels

Convention/
Conference
Centers and
Hotels

Convention/
Conference
Centers and
Hotels

Ballroom

Convention/
Conference
Centers and
Hotels

Source: HSP

Convention and
Meeting Space
Industry Trends

It is important for stakeholders in Crawford County to understand the forces shaping
the convention and meetings business. While the industry is ever-changing, the
expectations for ease, convenience and affordability have increased, while the demand
for authenticity and large blocks of generic/branded hotel rooms and attached highquality flexible spaces has also increased. Often, a single event will use many different
types of spaces, including exhibit halls, banquet facilities and breakout meeting rooms
increasing the need for well-designed multi-purpose facilities.
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Meeting Industry Trends
The various types of convention and conference center events are listed below and on the following slide.
Conventions are high-impact events from an economic standpoint because a large percentage of attendees originate
from outside the local area and typically stay several nights in the host city while spending money on
accommodations, food, transportation, retail goods, and entertainment. Spouses, family, or companions typically
accompany a significant number of attendees. Associations, professional groups and other membership organizations
hold conventions and attendance generally ranges from 150 to 50,000 attendees. The larger meetings take place in
convention centers with large exhibit halls, but the majority of events require less than 50,000 square feet.
Trade Shows offer a forum for exchanging industry ideas. They are more product- and sales-oriented than conventions.
Trade shows typically attract a large number of attendees, who often originate from outside the host city, but tend to
have a shorter average stay.
Consumer Shows are public, ticketed events featuring exhibitions of merchandise for sale or display. Consumer shows
range in size from small local and specialized shows with a few hundred attendees to large shows with thousands of
attendees. The larger consumer shows may occur in convention centers, shopping malls, fairgrounds and other publicassembly facilities with large exhibition areas. The majority of attendees are local, but exhibitors often come from out
of town.
Sports events are high-impact events similar to conventions due to the typically high number of attendees coming
from beyond the local area. Indoor sports, such as basketball, volleyball, dance, cheerleading, wrestling, boxing, table
tennis, pickleball, etc., typically require large exhibit spaces, changing rooms for athletes and spectator seating.
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Meeting Industry Trends
Conferences are meetings typically held by associations, professional groups, and other membership organizations.
Educational institutions also host conferences. These events do not usually require exhibit space, but otherwise the
facility demands are similar to those of convention - such as meeting space for general sessions, food service
facilities and breakout rooms. Hotels and conference centers typically serve as venues for conferences.
Corporate meetings include training seminars, professional and technical conferences, business/job fairs, incentive
trips and management meetings. Corporate meeting planners and attendees demand high-quality facilities. Highquality and flexible technology capabilities are essential elements that corporate and business users require when
selecting meeting facilities.
Assemblies are social, military, educational, religious, and fraternal (SMERF) events. They can attract large numbers of
people and require seating arrangements to support all visitors. Larger assemblies are held in arenas or stadiums
while smaller assemblies are held in venues such as school auditoriums, churches and community centers. Similar to
conventions, many attendees originate from outside the host city, but, unlike conventions, these events do not
usually require large amounts of exhibit and meeting room space.
Banquets are typically locally-generated events, from social and wedding events to an annual Chamber of Commerce
event, which can be the largest of its kind in a given city. A mainstay of hotels and convention centers, banquets
provide significant catering income and provide the community with its largest dining room, in most cases.
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Convention and
Meeting Space
Industry Trends
When choosing destinations for events,
planners want every space and hotel need
met at a very low price. Destination appeal
can trump cost, but only if they know that
attendance will increase.
The adjacent table depicts the importance
of proximate amenities. On-site or nearby
parking availability is a critical issue for
most public-consumer shows. Another
critical issue is highway access. Event and
meeting planners want attendees to have
easy and convenient access to the facility
with plenty of available parking once they
arrive. Hotels are another important
amenity for exhibitors and attendees.
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Convention and
Meeting Space
Industry Trends
Event and meeting planners are utilizing
their leverage, being in a buyer’s market,
to negotiate better deals.
Events require more telecom/internet
bandwidth and higher-quality food and
beverage than the average customer.
Even though 68 percent of events and
shows are being booked closer to the
event date compared to only eight percent
being booked further in advance, 32
percent of events and shows are requiring
attendance promotion assistance, which
puts more pressure on convention centers.
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Chapter 4:
Convention & Meetings
Market Analysis
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Local
Meeting Facilities
HSP identified the local supply of
meeting and event facilities in the
Pittsburg and Crawford County area.
The supply is a diverse set that
features local hotels, community
meetings spaces including universities
and
libraries,
and
numerous
wedding/banquet venues. There is a
large grouping of venues located in
Pittsburg, with other venues scattered
throughout the county.
Most of the venues in the County are
geared
towards
weddings
and
banquet-style events.
The most relevant facilities will be
profiled in detail in the following
section.
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Local
Meeting Facilities
The adjacent table details the most
relevant facilities in the local area. The
shaded entries represent venues that
are on the Pittsburg State University
campus.
Nearly 85 percent of the meeting
venues shown offer less than 10,000
square feet. In fact, most offer less
than 5,000 square feet.
There is an almost complete lack of
exhibit space and flexible meeting
space in the county. The only truly
competitive venue in the county is the
Pittsburg
Memorial
Convention
Center, however, only 10,000 of the
total square feet is dedicated to
exhibit space. There is a gap in the
market for a purpose-built facility
capable of hosting larger events with
ease and flexibility.

Crawford County Meeting and Event Facilities

Name

City

Total Function SF Exhibit SF Ballroom SF

Meeting
Room SF

# of
Meeting
Rooms

Hotel
Rooms

Pittsburg Memorial Auditorium & Convention Center

Pittsburg

12,760

10,000

2,760

--

11

--

Mirza Shrine Event Center

Pittsburg

11,000

--

6,000

5,000

2

--

Bicknell Family Center for the Arts

Pittsburg

Linda & Lee Performance Hall

Pittsburg

10,000

--

--

--

--

--

Dotty & Bill Miller Theater

Pittsburg

4,500

--

--

--

--

--

The Gallery

Pittsburg

3,500

--

--

--

--

--

Paull Bergant Family Lobby

Pittsburg

2,528

--

--

--

--

--

Dean VIP Room

Pittsburg

1,840

--

--

--

--

--

Jack H Overman Student Center (Ballroom)

Pittsburg

9,000

--

9,000

--

--

--

Carbon Creek Events & Venue

Pittsburg

6,000

--

6,000

--

--

--

Kansas Crossing Casino: The Corral

Pittsburg

4,400

--

4,400

--

--

123

Lamplighter Inn & Suites

Pittsburg

4,216

--

4,216

--

--

100

Homer Cole Center

Pittsburg

3,000

--

--

--

--

--

Lincoln Center

Pittsburg

3,000

--

3,000

--

--

--

Timmons Ballroom

Pittsburg

2,500

--

2,500

--

--

n/a

Frisco Event Center

Pittsburg

2,200

--

--

--

--

--

Arma

2,000

--

2,000

--

--

--

Blue Moon Ballroom & Casino
Girard Civic Center

Girard

2,000

--

--

--

--

--

La Quinta Inn & Suites

Pittsburg

1,800

--

--

--

--

77

Arcadia Community Center

Arcadia

1,725

--

--

--

--

--

Source: Cvent, Crawford County CVB
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Memorial Auditorium &
Convention Center
Pittsburg, KS

The Pittsburg Memorial Auditorium and Convention Center (MACC) is a
historic building in the heart of downtown Pittsburg that was built in 1925
and renovated in 1984. Memorial Auditorium houses two distinct spaces: the
auditorium on the upper level, and the convention center on the lower level.
The Auditorium. The auditorium seats more than 1,500 people and features
one of the largest stages in the state. The venue hosts national and regional
acts, as well as local arts and theater performances programs for audiences
of all ages. User groups include the Pittsburg Community Theater, the
Pittsburg High School Theatre and the Midwest Regional Ballet.
The Convention Center. The convention center is located on the lower level
of the complex and is a 10,207 square-foot event center. The venue has
eight breakout spaces, and can host various types of conventions, trade
shows, consumer shows, private parties and community events.
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Bicknell Family Center for
the Arts
Pittsburg, KS

The Bicknell Family Center for the Arts is located on the campus of Pittsburg
State University. This new arts center includes spaces for visual and performing
arts. The building features multiple event venues, including:
Linda & Lee Performance Hall. The main venue is a 10,000-square-foot, 1,100seat performance hall with technologies that adapt it to serve as a venue for
University-based Music and Theater programs as well as a wide range of
touring shows and community events.
Dottie & Bill Miller Theater. 4,500-square-foot flexible 250-seat theater.
The Gallery: 2,000-square foot University Art Gallery with workspace for artists.

In addition to these performance venues, the building features also includes a
3,000-square-foot multipurpose rehearsal space, a large lobby space and the
Dean VIP Room.
Though the Bicknell Family Center for the Arts comprises a large amount of the local supply, as
shown, this venue is primarily used for performances and entertainment and therefore is not
directly relevant to the proposed project. The most relevant event space on campus is the Jack H
Overman Student Center, which is profiled on the following slide.
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Jack H Overman Student
Center
Pittsburg, KS

The Jack H Overman Student Center is also located on the campus of Pittsburg
State University. The Overman Student Center is a three-story building located
in the northwest corner of the campus. The initial Student Center, dedicated in
1951, had additions constructed in 1963 and 1995 and food service area
renovations in 2002. The latest round of renovations wrapped up in the fall of
2015. These renovations added a new addition to the east side of the current
building that increased the area of student dining, added a new student
activities complex, and provided additional student lounge areas.
The 93,000 square foot Student Center provides areas for meetings,
conferences, seminars, banquets and entertainment as well as lounges. The
Crimson & Gold Ballroom, which is one of the largest event spaces in Crawford
County, and hosts some of the largest annual events.
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Carbon Creek Events &
Venue
Pittsburg, KS

The Carbon Creek Events & Venue is a family owned wedding venue located in
Pittsburg, Kansas. Carbon Creek Events is operated by Heather and Scott
Doherty who bought the business in 2016.
The venue offers 6,000 square feet of indoor event space that can
accommodate up to 400 people and features a large sunken dance floor with
mirrored ceilings. The venue has ample parking space and is ADA accessible.
Carbon Creek Events & Venue specializes in specialize in wedding ceremonies
and receptions but also hosts proms and special events. As such, this venue is
not expected to be directly relevant to the proposed conference center.
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The Corral at
Kansas Crossing Casino
Pittsburg, KS

The Corral at Kansas Crossing Casino is another of the larger event venues in
the County, though the venue is geared towards musical acts, entertainment
and private parties like weddings. The 5,900-square foot venue features
concrete floors and a raised stage with a green room. The space can
accommodate 630 people for a standing room only concert, or 350 for a
seated banquet. According to management, the lack of dedicated restrooms
and the limited space make it difficult to host any trade shows or business
conferences.
In addition to The Corral, Kansas Crossing Casino has an outdoor lawn space
that can accommodate 2,000 for festivals and concerts when the weather
permits. These types of events are scheduled a few times a year.
Most of the programming at The Corral features free events for the casino
patrons to enjoy while visiting, with fewer ticketed events for larger, regional
acts.
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Local/Metro
Visitation
HSP, using data from Placer.ai, analyzed
2019 visitation to the Kansas Crossing
Casino and Hotel.
This regional map shows that Kansas
Crossing generates significant local use,
but also attracts visitors from Oklahoma,
Missouri and Arkansas, as well as from
the Dallas metro area.
Nearly 28 percent are local and come
more than six times per year. Another 28
percent come from the region 25-75
miles away.
Approximately 45 percent of visitors to
Kansas Crossing in 2019 came from more
than 75 miles away.

Kansas Crossing Casino and Hotel
January 1, 2019 - December 31, 2019 (365 Days)
Total Visits

Total Unique Customers

Visitor Origins by Distance from Site
Colors correspond to charts & maps
Locals - Within 25 miles

Est. Number
of Visits
251,000

Percent of
Total Visits
44.6%

Est. Number
Percent of
Avg. Visits
of Customers Total Customers per Customer
42,400
27.3%
6.50

Regional & Long Distance - 25-75 miles

158,500

28.2%

42,800

27.6%

4.00

Long Distance only - Over 75 miles

152,900

27.2%

69,900

45.1%

4.50

Total Visits

562,400

100.0%

155,100

100.0%

--

Source: Placer.ai
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Estimate of
Hotel Impact
Kansas Crossing generates a great deal
of local and metro visitation beyond the
attached Hampton Inn.
According to data from Placer.ai, HSP has
estimated that 11,343 hotel stays were
generated by Kansas Crossing Casino in
2019.
Kansas Crossing Casino and Hotel - 2019
Estimated Hotel Stays resulting from Generated Visits
Estimated Percent Staying in Local Hotels
Visitor Origins by Distance from Site
Colors correspond to charts & maps

Immediately
Prior to Visit

Immediately
Following Visit

Locals - Within 25 miles
Regional & Long Distance - 25-75 miles

1.0%

1.0%

251,000

4.1%

4.4%

158,500

Long Distance only - Over 75 miles

7.0%
31.8%

10.5%
18.7%

152,900
562,400

All Visits from Any Distance

Total Foot Traffic
Estimated Visitors
from this distance Staying in Area Hotels
1,149
3,085
7,108
11,343

Source: Placer.ai
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Visitor Origins by Distance from
Site Color Legend
< 20 miles
>20 miles
All Visits

Time of Day,
Day of Week
& Seasonality
The data bars color-correspond to the
distances shown on the prior pages.
Blue is local (within 25 miles), red is
beyond 20 miles and green is total
visitors.
The top graph shows usage by time of
day, which shows an expected trend
toward evening use.
The middle graph
visitation spikes on
Saturday.

shows
Friday

how
and

The bottom graph shows demand by
week for all of 2019.
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Competitive
Regional
Meeting Facilities
The adjacent map shows the supply of
relevant and potentially competitive
meeting and event facilities in the
larger region, within a three-hour drive
time of Pittsburg.
While any recommended facility is
unlikely to compete directly with a
facility as large as the Kansas City
Convention
&
Entertainment
Complex, it is important to remain
mindful of the most significant
facilities in the region.
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Competitive
Regional
Meeting Facilities

Crawford County Regional Meeting and Event Facilities

Name
Kansas City Convention & Entertainment Complex

In order to recommend an optimal
meeting or event facility in Crawford
County, a thorough analysis of its
competition is necessary.
The adjacent table above is a list of
the relevant regional supply, which
includes both regional hotels as well
as convention and conference centers.
HSP has filtered out many smaller and
wedding-specific venues in the
surrounding area that would not be
directly competitive with a business
conference center.
The most directly competitive facilities
are shown in the shaded portion, due
to similar size, proximity, or other
similar features.

Cox Business Convention Center
Century II Performing Arts & Convention Center
Springfield Exposition Center
Overland Park Convention Center
Branson Convention Center

Location

Miles from
Pittsburg

Total SF

Exhibit SF

Ballroom SF

Meeting
Room SF

Kansas City, MO

128

Tulsa, OK

104

Wichita, KS

# of Meeting Walkable
Rooms Hotel Rooms

589,661

434,800

61,323

93,538

42

3,433

203,575

144,070

29,800

29,705

25

1,020

146

199,020

173,000

12,380

13,640

10

751

Springfield, MO

79

128,167

91,700

34,400

2,067

4

272

Overland Park, KS

105

97,630

58,494

24,991

14,145

7

936

Branson, MO

98

79,938

46,031

22,703

11,204

8

674

Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Tulsa

Tulsa, OK

104

76,965

45,000

20,022

11,943

12

764

Kansas City Marriott Downtown

Kansas City, MO

128

73,818

12,000

32,480

29,338

35

2,473

Rogers, AR

82

68,861

--

63,255

5,606

7

400

Mulvane, KS

144

54,105

42,000

11,234

871

3

300

Embassy Suites Northwest Arkansas
Kansas Star Casino
Holiday Inn Springdale/Fayetteville

Springdale, AR

90

51,455

28,800

14,928

7,727

6

814

Fort Smith Convention Center

Fort Smith, AR

141

45,440

40,000

--

5,440

15

523

Jack Lawton Webb Convention Center

Joplin, MO

30

33,000

--

33,000

--

--

--

River Spirit Casino Resort

Tulsa, OK

118

19,783

--

14,616

5,167

7

769

Wichita, KS

146

18,055

--

13,829

4,226

5

697

Springfield, MO

79

17,340

--

9,700

7,640

8

--

Quapaw, OK

28

15,000

--

10,000

5,000

6

374

Hyatt Regency Wichita
White River Conference Center
Downstream Casino Resort
*represents non-tradtional exhibit space/arena

Source: Cvent, HSP
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Kansas Star Casino
Mulvane, KS

Distance from Pittsburg: 144 miles
Date Opened: 2011
Total Function Space: 54,105 SF
Guest Rooms: 300 rooms at adjacent Hampton Inn

The Kansas Star Casino is a casino, hotel and event center in
western Mulvane, Kansas, located on the west side of the I-35 Kansas
Turnpike. The venue is owned and managed by Boyd Gaming. The Kansas
Star Event Center is comprised of two primary spaces: The Kansas Star Arena
and the Event Center Ballroom. These spaces are detailed in the following
slide.
In addition to these main venues, the casino has three Boardrooms, each
capable of hosting up to 12 people and a 180-stall equestrian pavilion.
The Hampton Inn & Suites is connected to Kansas Star Casino and offers 300
rooms including 90 king suites.
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Kansas Star Casino
Kansas Star Arena is a multipurpose
entertainment venue that has hosted
concerts by notable performing artists, as
well as the Miss Kansas USA pageant,
mixed martial arts events by Bellator MMA,
and
equestrian
events
including Championship Bull Riding and
the
Professional
Rodeo
Cowboys
Association. The arena floor offers an
additional
42,000
square
feet
of
tradeshow/convention space.
The Event Center Ballroom is a 11,234square-foot expansive Ballroom which can
be divided into six separate rooms or used
in full for a capacity of 1,600 guests.
Additional amenities include on-site
catering, high-speed internet, and full
audio/visual equipment.
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River Spirit Casino Resort
Tulsa, OK

Distance from Pittsburg: 118 miles
Date Opened: 2016
Total Function Space: 19,783 SF
Guest Rooms: 483

The River Spirit Casino Resort in Tulsa, Oklahoma is another example of a
casino resort with meeting and event space on-site. Located on the banks of
the Arkansas River, the River Spirit Casino Resort is owned and operated by
the Muscogee Creek Nation. The $365-million-dollar resort was renovated in
2016 and has a tropical destination theme.
The River Spirit Casino Resort is anchored by a 27-story, 483-room glass
hotel tower overlooking the river. In addition to gaming and resort amenities,
the casino has an on-site 30,000-square-foot convention and meeting center.
The 14,616-square-foot ballroom is divisible into up to four separate spaces,
and these configurations combined with the available board rooms total 35
available meeting rooms. In addition to the convention and meeting center,
the resort has 36,000 square feet of outdoor event space.
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River Spirit Casino
Resort

As shown in the layout above, another important component of the River Spirit
Casino Resort is the Paradise Cove Theater, which hosts regional and national
entertainment acts and sporting events. The venue can accommodate up to
3,000 attendees. The theater, along with the previously mentioned amenities,
mean that the River Spirit Casino is truly offering an all-inclusive experience
which can be attractive to meeting and event planners.
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Hard Rock Hotel & Casino
Tulsa, OK

Distance from Pittsburg: 104 miles
Date Opened: 2009
Total Function Space: 76,965 SF
Guest Rooms: 454

The Hard Rock Hotel & Casino is located at I-44 and 193rd East Ave, about
15 minutes east of downtown Tulsa, Oklahoma. The casino opened in
August 2009, after a renovation from its former incarnation as the Cherokee
Casino Resort. In September 2012 Hard Rock Tulsa was awarded "Tribal
Destination of the Year" by the American Indian and Alaska Native Tourism
Association.
Since that time there has been several major construction projects to
enhance the features and amenities for visitors and guests. Two new hotel
towers and a non-smoking gaming area were added in 2013. Other
additions were Hard Rock Live, a 2,700-seat concert venue, a food court and
a 23,000 square-foot convention center.
The following slide details the function space available at the Hard Rock.
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Hard Rock Hotel &
Casino
In total, the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino in
Tulsa has 75,000 square feet of meeting
space, divisible into 20 total meeting
rooms. The Sequoyah Ballroom is the
largest contiguous space at 15,000 square
feet.
Featuring 454 hotel rooms, the adjoining
casino and resort amenities (including an
18-hole golf-course), Hard Rock is another
all-inclusive destination for meeting and
event planners.
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Fort Smith
Convention Center
Fort Smith, AR

Distance from Pittsburg: 141 miles
Total Function Space: 45,440 SF
Guest Rooms: 255 in adjacent DoubleTree / 3,400 walkable

The Fort Smith Convention Center & Performing Arts Center is located in
Northwest Arkansas in downtown Fort Smith. It is the River Valley’s largest
and most flexible convention, meeting and event venue. The facility offers
nearly 50,000 square feet of various function space, anchored by a 40,000square foot exhibit hall and the ArcBest Corporation Performing Arts Center
which seats up to 1,331 attendees in a proscenium theater configuration.
The adjacent DoubleTree Hotel offers 255 guest rooms and suites, as well as
17,000 square feet of additional meeting and event space. The following
slide details all of the function space on site at the Center.
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Fort Smith
Convention Center
As shown, the Fort Smith Convention Center
is anchored by the main exhibit hall, as well as
4 additional exhibit halls, all of which can be
flexed
and
combined
into
various
configurations. In addition, there are 8
meeting rooms, and two lobby spaces.
The Performing Arts Center is purpose-built
and has fixed seating in a proscenium
configuration, meaning it is primarily used for
entertainment and performances.
The following slide details the facility layout
and historical performance.
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Fort Smith
Convention Center
As shown in the layout above, the DoubleTree
by Hilton has expanded the Fort Smith on-site
offerings, making this facility a potential
competitor to the proposed project in
Crawford County.
Pre-COVID, the Fort Smith Convention Center
had been performing very well. Management
reported recorded breaking years from 2013
through 2017. The total revenue in 2017 was
reported at $788,000. Expenses for the
Convention Center by the end of 2017 were
$1,485,779. The city of Fort Smith subsidizes
the center’s operation budget with about
$777,000 from the general fund.
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Branson Convention Center
Branson, MO

Distance from Pittsburg: 98 miles
Date Opened: 2007
Total Function Space: 79,938 SF

The Branson Convention Center is located in downtown Branson in the center
of the Branson Landing Entertainment District. The venue can accommodate
up to 4,000 attendees. The first-floor features two exhibit halls totaling 47,172
square foot as well as a 22,703 square foot ballroom. Plus, meeting rooms,
ranging from 1,200 to 5,500 square feet make up the second floor. The
Branson Convention Center is connected to the Hilton Branson Convention
Center Hotel with 294 guest rooms and across the street from the 242-room
Hilton Promenade at Branson Landing.
Managed by ASM Global, Branson Convention Center holds mostly national
and regional trade shows and conventions as well as corporate meetings and
large-scale entertainment events. Some of the events held at the its facilities
are The Show Me Shake-Up Car Show; The Branson Collector Car Auction,
United Baptist Church-Springfield and the Crappie Expo.
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Branson
Convention Center
The adjacent figures show the first-floor
layout and function space detail for the
Branson Convention Center.
According to management, the facility can
accommodate events of 10 to 4,000
attendees. The ideal event, according to
the venue, would be 140 exhibit booths
with, a general session for 800 and meals
for 800.
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Branson
Convention Center
The adjacent figures show the second-floor
layout and function space detail for the
Branson Convention Center.
The Branson Convention Center has operated
on a net loss since it’s opening in 2007 and
requires subsidy from the City of Branson to
break even. Though the losses are narrowing
over time, the venue is a loss leader for the
city, with an average economic impact to the
city at $16 million, according to the
Springfield Business Journal.
For 2018, officials estimated a net loss of
$280,329, compared with a loss of $444,997
in 2017. In 2019, losses were expected to be
$264,974, according to the board’s agenda.
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Overland Park Convention
Center
Overland Park, KS

Distance from Pittsburg: 105 miles
Date Opened: 2002
Total Function Space: 97,630 SF
Guest Rooms: 412 at on-site Sheraton / 1,000 walkable

The Overland Park Convention Center (OPCC) first opened in 2002 and sits
on a 26-acre site in the Kansas City suburbs. The facility offers 85,000-square
foot exhibition hall, the 25,000-square foot Ballroom, 14 meeting rooms and
40,000 square feet of pre-function space. The convention center is
connected to the 412-room Sheraton Overland Park Hotel.
In 2019, Overland Park Convention Center hosted 313 events with a total
attendance of 385,596 people and generated a total revenue of
$13,744,089. From the total events held in 2019, 41% were meetings, 26%
banquets, 12% were special events and 21% a mix of tradeshows, consumer
shows and conventions. OPCC is home to The KC Bridal Spectacular, The
Johnson County Home and Garden Show, The US Weapons Collectors Gun
& Knife Show and The Great Midwest Pet Expo, among others.
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Overland Park
Convention Center
The Center cost about $46 million to build,
has a footprint of about 237,000 square
feet. The convention center features a
60,000-square-foot exhibition hall that
connects to the 25,000-square-foot Edwin
C. Eilert Ballroom.
The OPCC provides an additional 15,000
square feet of event space of divisible
meeting rooms, and 40,000 square feet of
pre-function space that also doubles as an
art gallery featuring Midwestern artists.
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Overland Park
Convention Center
The Overland Park Convention Center
performs well for a facility of its size and had
its most successful year to date in 2019,
before the COVID-19 pandemic, with a total
revenue of over $13.7 million.
Notable events hosted in 2019 include
Cerener Devcon, The International Lineman’s
Rodeo, the US Youth Soccer Association, and
the Associated Wholesale Grocers Inc
conference.
The
adjacent
tables
detail
performance for the venue.

historical

Overland Park Convention Center Operating Income
Operating Revenue
Operating Expense
Operating Income

2019 Actuals

Typical Year
$11,014,000
$10,345,000
$669,000

Source: Overland Park Convention Center
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Downstream Casino Resort
Quapaw, OK

Distance from Pittsburg: 28 miles
Date Opened: 2008
Total Function Space: 15,000 SF
Guest Rooms: 374

Downstream Casino Resort is owned and operated by the Quapaw Nation of
Oklahoma. The property features two hotel towers: the Osotouy and Kappa
Towers, which combined offer 374 guest rooms.
The function space is limited compared to some of the other regional
competitors at 15,000 square feet. The Pavilion Event Center, which is used
primarily for banquets and weddings, features a cathedral ceiling and
column-free space. The Pavilion offers versatility for parties from 80 to over
1,000 attendees.
In addition, there are five 800 square foot individual meeting rooms are
available for breakout space and can combine for a total of 3,000 square
feet.
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Stakeholder and User
Group Interviews
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League of Kansas Municipalities
HSP interviewed representatives at the League of Kansas Municipalities to learn about their annual events and
conference center needs. This interview indicated the following:
§ The group has an annual conference that occurs in October
§ The conference rotates between Wichita, Topeka and Overland Park
§ 60,000 square feet of exhibit space is needed
§ Attendance is 400 – 500 city officials and 100 – 125 vendors
§ Meal space and 5 -6 breakout rooms are also expected
§ The group also hosts three smaller conferences of 200 people or less including The Mayor’s Association (April), City
Attorney Association (June), City Manager Group (November – December)
§ These events do not require any exhibit space
§ Used Pittsburg State in the past, but had to adapt and use the indoor track facility
§ The League of Kansas Municipalities would consider Pittsburg for more conferences, especially if the spaces offered
improved
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Kansas Crossing Casino
HSP interviewed representatives at the Kansas Crossing Casino to learn about their events spaces and the need for a new
conference center in the community. This interview indicated the following:
§ The Corral is currently the largest event space at the casino
§ 5,900 Square feet
§ Capacity of 250 banquet-style
§ Capacity of roughly 630 for a standing room concert
§ Roughly 10,000 square feet of additional meeting space with breakout rooms would be ideal
§ The Corral primarily hosts concerts, but is limited in terms of hosting corporate meetings and events
§ The casino is a significant regional draw with good access, quality hotel space in the Hampton Inn
§ The casino has averaged roughly $20 per tickets for indoor and outdoor concert events
§ Dodge City and Mulvane – both have casinos with attached convention centers that offer the capacity to host larger
events
§ Sales department leads suggest that there is an opportunity for corporate business that is not being captured in
Pittsburg
§ Nearly 60 independent bus tour organizers in Kansas
§ Over 1,000 corporate and special events in the regional circuit per Tour Tracker
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Jake’s Fireworks
HSP interviewed representatives at Jake’s Fireworks to learn about their annual events and conference center needs. This
interview indicated the following:
§ In addition to retail stores, Jake’s Fireworks host shoot-off events for potential wholesale clients. These events include
inviting guests, fireworks shows, dining and more
§ One smaller shoot-off event occurs in the fall and a larger event occurs each year in April. The large event has brought
between 1,500 - 2,000 people to Pittsburg
§ Securing a location that is large enough to accommodate their needs has been difficult in the past
§ In addition to indoor spaces, outdoor space is also needed to set up bleachers, food trucks and more for potential
clients. The ideal space would include:
§ Prep kitchen
§ Conference room
§ Restrooms
§ A large parking lot
§ Jake’s Fireworks believes that they can expand their event if the right space is available
§ Additionally, ownership at Jake’s Fireworks has expressed interest in partnering on the new space and would be willing
to set up a call with the City and County down the road
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Watco
HSP interviewed representatives at Watco, one of Pittsburg’s largest employers, to learn about their annual events and
conference center needs. This interview indicated the following:
§ Watco currently has about 200 employees located in Pittsburg and brings various clients to the city from around the
country
§ Watco has their own meeting facilities at their corporate office where they host the majority of their events and
meetings
§ The group would likely use a new conference center sporadically for events that cannot be accommodate at their
headquarters
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Chapter 5: Hotel Market
Analysis

Crawford County
Lodging Summary
Lodging Summary - Crawford County

HSP, using data from Smith Travel
Research, identified the lodging supply
in Crawford County. This supply includes
8 hotels, all located in Pittsburg,
equating to 589 rooms. The largest
percentage of room nights comes from
upper midscale properties, closely
followed by independent properties.

Chainscale

% of Total
Rooms Rooms

Rooms per Avg Opening Avg Age
Hotel
Year
in Years
Hotels

Luxury

--

--

--

--

--

--

Upper Upscale

--

--

--

--

--

--

Upscale

--

--

--

--

--

--

342

58%

4

86

Apr-11

9

Midscale

--

--

--

--

--

--

Economy

64

11%

1

64

Mar-78

43

Independent

183

31%

3

61

n/a

n/a

Total/Average

589

100%

8

70

Sep-94

26

Upper Midscale

Source: Smith Travel Research, Hunden Strategic Partners
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Local Market Analysis
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Local Hotel
Competitive Set
HSP identified eight hotels in Pittsburg as
part of the local hotel competitive set.
Six of these hotel properties are located
north of Pittsburg on Interstate 160, near
the site dubbed the “North Hotel
Cluster”. There are another two hotels,
with a total of approximately 200 keys,
located south of Pittsburg on Interstate
160.
All branded hotels in the competitive set
are of upper-mid chain scale, except for
the Super 8 which is economy. The
remaining three hotels are independently
owned and operated.
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Pittsburg Hotel Competitive Set
Property
Holiday Lodge
La Quinta Inn & Suites Pittsburg
Hampton Inn & Suites Pittsburg Kansas Crossing
Holiday Inn Express & Suites Pittsburg
Comfort Inn & Suites Pittsburg
Super 8 Pittsburg
Regency Inn & Suites
Lamplighter Inn & Suites
Total/Average

# of Rooms
22
77
123
72
70
64
61
100
589

Chainscale Open Date
Indep
N/A
Upper Mid
Dec-17
Upper Mid
Apr-17
Upper Mid
May-09
Upper Mid
Aug-00
Economy
Jul-87
Indep
Jun-77
Indep
Oct-69
-Feb-97

Source: Smith Travel Research

Local Hotel
Competitive Set

HSP identified the Pittsburg local hotel competitive set by conducting market
research and interviewing local hoteliers. HSP believes that this competitive
set best reflects the local Pittsburg hotel market and its performance. This
competitive set contains eight hotels within five miles of the Memorial
Auditorium, ranging from 64 to 123 keys.

La Quinta Inn & Suites
Pittsburg
Location:

Pittsburg, KS

# of Rooms:

77

Year Open:

2017

Total Function Space:

1,800

The La Quinta Inn & Suites is the newest property in the competitive set,
having opened in December of 2017. The hotel is located near Pittsburg
State University, Crawford County Historical Museum, Meadowbrook Mall,
and the Bone Creek Reservoir. Some amenities offered by the hotel include
free Wi-Fi, free breakfast, free parking, an indoor heated pool, fitness
center, business center, and one on-site meeting room.
The hotel has one meeting room, totaling 1,800 square feet of function
space. It can accommodate up to 80 guests and can be reserved for
business meetings or special events. It is very relevant to the study because
it recently opened and would be of similar quality to a potential new hotel.
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Hampton Inn & Suites
Pittsburg Kansas Crossing
Location:

Pittsburg, KS

# of Rooms:

123

Year Open:

2017

Total Function Space :

n/a

The Hampton Inn & Suites Pittsburg Kansas Crossing is the second-newest
property in the competitive set. It is located slightly further than the rest of
the properties but still very relevant due to the quality of the hotel. The
property is located adjacent to the Kansas Crossing Casino, 3.6 miles from
Pittsburg State University and five miles from downtown Pittsburg. The hotel
offers free hot breakfast, free Wi-Fi, free parking, an indoor pool, fitness
center, business center, and digital keys.
The property does not have any function space.
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Holiday Inn Express &
Suites Pittsburg
Location:

Pittsburg, KS

# of Rooms:

72

Year Open:

2009

Total Function Space:

1,300

The Holiday Inn Express & Suites Pittsburg is the third-newest property in
the competitive set as it opened in May 2009. It is centrally located off of
US Highway 69 and features amenities such as an indoor pool, whirlpool,
workout facility, Wi-Fi, Keurig brewer, refrigerator, microwave and
complimentary Express Start Breakfasts. The hotel is conveniently located
near corporate buildings for companies like Pitsco, Vinylplex, Pitt Plastics
and Via Christi Medical Center, and entertainment options like Jaycee
Baseball field, Lincoln Park, Crawford County Historical Museum, and Bone
Creek Reservoir.
The property has 1,300 square feet of total function space to host meetings
and special events. The space can either be a 1,300-square foot reception
room or it can be split into two meetings rooms that are each 650 square
feet.
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Historical Supply, Demand, Occupancy, ADR, and RevPar for Competitive Hotels
Annual Avg.
Available
Available
%
Room Nights
%
Rooms
Room Nights Change**
Sold
Change**
406
148,190
-80,226
-406
148,190
0.0%
83,831
4.5%

Year
2018**
2019**
2020 (February - June)

406

60,900

0.0%

60,900

-39.3%

% Occ.
54.2
56.6

%
Change**
-4.5%

ADR
$94.29
$93.32

36.6

-39.3%

$82.80

% Change** RevPar
-$51.24
-1.0%
$52.94
-13.7%

$31.04

%
Change**
-3.3%
-45.8%

*Compound Annual Growth Rate
**From February to January
Source: Smith Travel Research, Hunden Strategic Partners

Competitive Hotel
Performance

The local Pittsburg competitive set realized growth in room nights sold,
occupancy and RevPAR from 2018 to 2019. Two hotels or 200 keys were added to
the market in 2017; the increase in occupancy means that the new supply was
successfully absorbed into a market with pent-up demand for high quality
lodging. Besides for available room nights, all other metrics experienced material
declines in 2020 because of the effects of COVID-19.

Supply & Demand
Hotel Room Nights
The supply of room nights in the local
Pittsburg area has remained steady from the
beginning of 2018 until the present because
of no new supply. The last hotel that opened
was the La Quinta Inn & Suites Pittsburg in
December 2017, which brought an
additional 77 keys to the market.
The demand for room nights was on an
upwards trend from the beginning of 2018 to
the end of 2019. However, COVID-19
significantly decreased the demand during
the first half of 2020. The hotel market is
recovering, and this can be seen in June’s
demand spike.
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Room Revenue
Change
Any data point greater than zero is a
positive indicator for the competitive set.
The year-over-year room revenue change
for the competitive set in Pittsburg was
relatively stable from February 2019 to
January 2020. When COVID-19 caused
cities to shutdown, room revenues
experienced harsh declines. In April 2020,
the Pittsburg competitive set room revenue
decreased approximately 70% year-overyear. The trend reversal since this point
shows that the hotel market is beginning to
recover as hotels and cities open again.
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Revenue per
Available Room
The trend line shows that RevPAR has
increased over the past two years. The
consistent increase in RevPAR is an
indicator of a healthy market.
As with most cities that have distinct
seasons, RevPAR was lowest for the
Pittsburg competitive set during the
winter months.
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Seasonality –
Occupancy and ADR
The adjacent tables detail the seasonal
performance of the competitive hotel
set over the last 2.5 years. As shown,
Pittsburg area hotels experience peak
occupancies in March and July through
November, which lines up with
increased leisure travel during warmer
weather. The lowest occupancy period is
during the colder winter months.
Rate generally mirrors occupancy
demonstrating
that
local
hotels
experience rate compression when
demand is highest.
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Day of Week –
Occupancy and ADR
The adjacent figures demonstrate the
day of week performance of the
competitive hotel set from July 2019
through June 2020.
The occupancy is fairly consistent from
Tuesday to Thursday and then increases
on Friday and Saturday, demonstrating a
healthy corporate and leisure market.
Average rates are highest during the
weekend,
emphasizing
noteworthy
leisure
demand.
Average
rates
experience a notable decrease Sunday
through Thursday, indicating the lesser
demand for corporate stays.
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Heat Charts
The adjacent heat charts summarize the
day of week by month performance of the
hotel market over the last calendar year.
These heat charts further indicate how
strong corporate demand is during
summer and fall. Occupancy peaks from
July through October, exceeding 52% in all
months on average. Rate peaks in
September,
October,
and
February,
average rates for those months surpassing
approximately $94 per night.
As shown on the previous slide, occupancy
is typically highest during weekends when
leisure travelers are staying in hotels.
Average daily rate tends to generally
mirror occupancy.
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Local Hotel Feedback: Pittsburg
Hampton Inn
HSP interviewed management of the Pittsburg Hampton Inn event to learn more about how the potential conference
center would affect their property. This interview indicated the following:
§ The hotel generates consistent business throughout a typical year, with minimal seasonality. Segmentation was roughly
40% transient, 40% leisure, 20% group
§ The overall market pre-COVID was very good for the hotel
§ ADR is at $118 for 2020 and was $130 in 2019
§ Currently the hotel has no meeting space to offer. At best, the breakfast lobby or suites can be turned into small
boardrooms or meeting spaces
§ The hotel frequently receives calls for birthday parties, trainings, meetings, study rooms, local programs, etc.
§ An ideal conference center would include the following attributes:
§ Boardroom
§ Airwalls to protect sound
§ Prep kitchen and storage
§ Up to 500 seated in rounds
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Local Hotel Feedback: Holiday Inn
Express Pittsburg
HSP interviewed management of the Holiday Inn Express in Pittsburg to learn more about how the potential
conference center would affect their property. This interview indicated the following:
§ Prior to COVID-19, the hotel was hosting a lot of sports events. Ideally, they would like to have a more
diversified mix of clientele
§ Occupancies at the property were highest in 2017 at 66%, before settling around 60% in 2018 and 2019. Target
ADR is typically over $100
§ The hotel does have meeting space with a maximum capacity of about 100. Additionally, two breakout rooms
can accommodate 35 each
§ Location has been the biggest question surrounding a new conference center, but the hotel believes there is
absolutely a need for it.
§ The Holiday Inn Express receives requests for out-of-office meetings, interviews, corporate events, bridal
showers, baby showers, small weddings, etc. Many of these events are too large to be accommodated at the
property.
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Hotel Market Implications
HSP examined the lodging market performance for local hotels in Crawford County to better understand how
the Project could support the existing hotels.
§ The recovery period post-COVID-19 will take one to two years at the minimum.
§ The occupancy in the market was rising and rate had steadied just under $100 – both signs of a healthy
market prior to the pandemic.
§ Hotels in the market are lacking meeting spaces of their own and have indicated opportunity and lost business
due to this limited space.
§ The increase in room nights from a new conference center could create substantial opportunity for the local
hotels.
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Chapter 6:
Site Analysis & Test Fits

98

Potential Development Sites
The project sites assessed are as follows:
1. North Hotel Cluster
2. Centennial Drive at 69 Highway
3. Kansas Crossing
4. Alternative Site Option: Memorial Auditorium

Each site presents its own unique challenges and opportunities.
The implications of each area are considered, and
recommendations are organized in a matrix of potential
development opportunities.
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North Hotel Cluster
The first site analyzed is being referred
to as the North Hotel Cluster, is located
just west of Parkview Drive at the
northern end of Pittsburg. The name is
due to its proximity to a number of
lodging options including the Regency
Inn &. Suites, the Holiday Inn Express,
the Lamplighter Inn & Suites, the
Comfort Inn, and Super 8.
Total walkable rooms for this site are
367 keys.
The following slide gives an overview of
the pros and cons of the site.
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Site 1: North Hotel Cluster
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The HSP Team, including design expert David Greusel from Convergence Design assessed the North Hotel
Cluster site and made the following determinations regarding its viability for a conference center development:
PROS

CONS
THE SUPPLY

§

Access to multiple hotels

§

Access to retail

§

Access to restaurants

§

Hotel room quantity vs.
quality

§

Chain restaurants

§

Chain retail

§

Little sense of place

§

Site visibility/size

100
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Site Test Fit:
North Hotel
Cluster
Convergence Design performed
a site test fit for all four sites, the
adjacent drawing is an overview
of the North Hotel Cluster site.
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Centennial Drive
The second site analyzed is being
referred to as the Centennial Drive site
due to its location on this main
thoroughfare. The site is located just
south of the Pitt State campus. As
shown, the site is also located near a
large development of retail and
restaurant offerings, but is only walkable
to one hotel, the La Quinta.
The following slide gives an overview of
the pros and cons of the site.
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Site 2: Centennial Drive
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The HSP Team, including design expert David Greusel from Convergence Design assessed the Centennial Drive
site and made the following determinations regarding its viability for a conference center development:
PROS

CONS
THE SUPPLY

§

Excellent access

§

Single proximate hotel

§

Access to newer hotel

§

Chain restaurants

§

Access to retail

§

Chain retail

§

Access to restaurants

§

Little sense of place

§

Close to PSU campus

§

§

Adjoining future
development

Site
too
small
for
recommended facilities

Convergence Design performed a site test fit for all four sites.
However, given the size and specifications required for project
feasibility, this site was ultimately not large enough to
accommodate the recommended project.
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Kansas Crossing
The third site analyzed is being referred
to as the Kansas Crossing site due to its
location adjacent to the Kansas Crossing
Casino. As shown, the surrounding area
has ample land for future development.
The following slide gives an overview of
the pros and cons of the site.
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Site 3: Kansas Crossing
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The HSP Team, including design expert David Greusel from Convergence Design assessed the Kansas Crossing
site and made the following determinations regarding its viability for a conference center development:
PROS

CONS
THE SUPPLY

§

Excellent access

§

Other activities remote

§

Access to newer hotel

§

Single proximate hotel

§

Site visibility/size

§

No retail nearby

§

Multiple siting options

§

Little sense of place

§

Future development

§

Access to restaurants

§

Adjacency to casino
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Site Test Fit:
Kansas Crossing
Convergence Design performed
a site test fit for all four sites, the
adjacent drawing is an overview
of the recommended site,
Kansas Crossing.
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Memorial Auditorium
The fourth site analyzed as an
alternative to the Client identified sites
is the existing Memorial Auditorium and
Convention Center site. As shown, there
are two potential sites for development
adjacent to the existing complex.
The following slide gives an overview of
the pros and cons of the site.
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Site 4: Memorial Auditorium
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The HSP Team assessed the Memorial Auditorium site and made the following determinations regarding its
viability for an additional conference center development:
PROS

CONS
THE SUPPLY

§

Downtown location

§

Size limitation

§

Access to restaurants

§

No proximate hotel

§

Access to retail

§

Harder to find

§

Leverage existing
facility

§

Parking

§

Future development

Convergence Design performed a site test fit for all four sites.
However, given the size and specifications required for project
feasibility, this site was ultimately not large enough to
accommodate the recommended project.
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Site Recommendation
HSP’s analysis found the Kansas Crossing site to be the most compelling. Relative to the other potential
and available sites, it offers the most optimal conditions for a development of this type. The site offers
excellent access, as well as land to potentially develop more restaurants, retail, hotel, etc. in the future.
As such, HSP used the Kansas Crossing scenario to complete our assumptions and projections of demand
and financial performance, as well as economic and fiscal impact.
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Chapter 7: Implications and
Recommendations

HEADLINES
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The following slides summarize the key findings and headlines. In order to assess the viability of any project and
make informed recommendations, there are six key elements that must be considered.
THE LOCAL MARKET
Crawford County benefits greatly
from its location and access. The
county offers a University as well as
several large employers.
Downtown attractions and other
regional draws such as the Kansas
Crossing Casino are beneficial for
meeting planners and bode well for a
new conference center project.

THE PROJECT SITE
Crawford County is fortunate to
have multiple sites to assess for this
potential development. There are
many considerations that lead to
selecting an optimal site. A
walkable environment with plenty of
restaurants, hotel rooms, retail and
entertainment options is of the
utmost priority.
Of the four sites assessed for this
study, HSP recommends that the
Kansas Crossing site be given
priority.

THE INDUSTRY
While the industry is ever-changing,
the
expectations
for
ease,
convenience and affordability have
increased, while the demand for
authenticity and large blocks of
generic/branded hotel rooms and
attached high-quality flexible spaces
has also increased.
Often, a single event will use many
different types of spaces, including
exhibit halls, banquet facilities and
breakout meeting rooms increasing
the need for well-designed multipurpose facilities and flexible break
out rooms.
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HEADLINES
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The following slides summarize the key findings and headlines. In order to assess the viability of any project and
make informed recommendations, there are six key elements that must be considered.
THE DEMAND

THE SUPPLY

There is a gap and need in Crawford
County for a small conference and
event center.

The local supply lacks the type, size
and flexibility of spaces that would
allow it to accommodate most
conferences and event types. The
existing Memorial Convention Center
is dated and small, with little flexibility.

HSP recommends a small, flexible
facility with 20,000 square feet of
function space and approximately
28,000 square feet of support space.
In order to be competitive, the facility
must have flexible breakout space
and meeting rooms, state of the art
technology,
and
a
walkable
environment with sufficient hotel
rooms and restaurant options.

Regionally, most competitive facilities
within a three-hour drive time range
from 40,000 to 110,000 SF of total
meeting space.

THE CASE STUDIES
Crawford County has an opportunity
to create a successful, profitablyoperated convention center, but
emphasis must be placed on
creating a flexible space in a
walkable environment with the
proper amenities and sizing.
The information provided about HQ
hotels around the country yields
valuable lessons for the Crawford
County study, as the site location
will largely be dependent on
proximity to a suitable hotel
package.

HSP does not recommend exhibit
space at this time.
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DESTINATION DEVELOPMENT SWOT ANALYSIS
How External and Internal Factors Affect Project Viability

INTERNAL FACTORS

POSITIVE

STRENGTHS
§ Strong County and City Leadership
§ Accessibility
§ Kansas Crossing Casino
§ Retail Hub for the Region
§ Pittsburg State University

NEGATIVE

WEAKNESSES
§

Small Regional Population

EXTERNAL FACTORS
OPPORTUNITIES
§

Affordable and Available Land

§

Potential Investment from Casino/Others

§

Proximity to University and Hospital

§

Corporate Events

THREATS
§

Competition from larger KS cities

§

Branding Challenges
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HSP recommends that a new conference and event center be
developed with the following program specifications:

Recommendations

Proposed Program
Area
Grand Ballroom
Meeting Rooms/Jr Ballroom

Square Feet
15,000
6,000

Total

21,000

Pre-Function/Back of House

27,820

Total Building SF

48,820

Divisions
6
7

Square Feet
2,500
857

Booths
75

Capacity
Theater
Banquet
1,364
1,000
71
n/a

13

Source: HSP

HSP’s analysis found that of the four potential sites, the Kansas
Crossing site is the most compelling. As such, this site was used in
the recommended scenario and accompanying projections.
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Convergence Design proposes the following space program:

Conceptual
Diagram
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Site Test Fit:
Kansas Crossing
Convergence Design performed
a site test fit for all four sites, the
adjacent drawing is an overview
of the recommended site,
Kansas Crossing.
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Cost Estimate:
Kansas Crossing
Convergence Design prepared
an order of magnitude cost
estimate for the recommended
development at the Kansas
Crossing site. The Project is
expected to cost approximately
$24 million.

Construction Costs
New Building
Link to Hotel
New Parking
General Sitework
Subtotal Construction

48,820
1500
600
1

SF
SF
PS
LS

@
@
@
@

$350
$400
$2,200
$250,000

/SF
/SF
/PS
ea.

= $17,087,000
=
$600,000
= $1,320,000
=
$250,000
$19,300,000

Project Costs
Design, Testing, etc.
Furnishings, Fixtures, Equipment
Design/Construction Contingency
Subtotal Project Soft Costs
Project Summary
Construction Total
Project Costs
Total Project Cost

9%
7%
10%

of
of
of

$19,300,000
$19,300,000
$19,300,000

=
=
=

$1,737,000
$1,351,000
$1,930,000
$5,100,000

$19,300,000
$5,100,000
$24,400,000
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Chapter 8:
Demand & Financial Projections
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Projected Events at the Conference Center
Event Type
Conventions, Conferences
Consumer Shows
Corporate Events
Special Events
Banquets
Meetings Room Events
Total

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 10

18
0
12
6
28
54

20
1
15
7
32
60

24
2
21
8
40
72

24
2
24
9
48
84

24
2
24
9
48
90

24
2
24
9
48
90
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135

167

191

197

197

Source: HSP

Kansas Crossing Scenario
Events & Event Days

The recommended development is expected to host just over 100 events in Year
1 and build towards nearly doubling this number by Year 5. Most of the use is
expected to come from meeting room events and banquets, though corporate
events and consumer shows will build over time.

Proposed Conference Center Projected Attendance
Event Type

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Conventions, Conferences
Consumer Shows
Corporate Events
Special Events
Banquets/Receptions
Meetings Room Events

6,400
0
2,900
5,000
13,900
8,200

7,200
900
3,600
5,600
15,900
8,900

8,600
1,900
5,100
6,500
19,900
10,600

8,600
1,900
5,800
7,100
23,800
12,400

8,600
1,900
5,800
7,100
23,800
13,500

8,600
1,900
5,800
7,100
23,800
13,500

8,600
1,900
5,800
7,100
23,800
13,500

8,600
1,900
5,800
7,100
23,800
13,500

8,600
1,900
5,800
7,100
23,800
13,500

8,600
1,900
5,800
7,100
23,800
13,500

Total All Events

36,400

42,100

52,600

59,600

60,700

60,700

60,700

60,700

60,700

60,700

Source: HSP

Kansas Crossing Scenario
Attendance

HSP projects that the recommended development will attract approximately
60,000 attendees annually after stabilization. Most attendees are expected to
come from meeting room events and banquets.

Kansas Crossing
Scenario
Pro Forma
HSP projects that Kansas Crossing
development scenario will generate total
annual revenue of nearly $550,000 in Year
1 and increase revenues to approximately
$1.1 million by Year 10. Most revenue is
expected to come from gross concessions
and catering, followed by space rentals.
Expenses are expected to total $856,000
in Year 1 and increase to over $1.1 million
by the end of the period.
This project is projected to experience net
losses in the early stages of operation,
though HSP expects the deficit will drop to
less than $30,000 in Year 4.

Pro Forma Operating Statement of Revenue and Expenses ($000's, Inflated)
Year 1
Revenue
Event Revenue
Space Rental
Equipment Rental
Net Food and Beverage
Event Services Income
Sub-total
Other Revenue
Advertising and Sponsorships
Other Revenue
Total Operating Revenue
Expenses
Salaries and Wages
Employee Benefits
Passthrough Labor
Maintenance & Repairs
Cleaning
Utilities
Sales and Marketing
General and Administrative
Insurance
Other Operating Expenses
Reserve For Replacement

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

$109
16
368
30
$523

$132
20
430
36
$617

$174
26
552
47
$798

$196
29
655
53
$932

$202
30
678
55
$965

$207
31
695
56
$989

$212
32
713
57
$1,014

$217
33
731
59
$1,039

$223
33
749
60
$1,065

$229
34
768
62
$1,092

5
16

5
19

5
24

5
28

6
29

6
30

6
30

6
31

6
32

6
33

$544

$641

$828

$966

$1,000

$1,025

$1,050

$1,077

$1,103

$1,131

419
122
33
39
16
73
25
52
31
34
14

429
125
39
45
19
74
26
53
32
35
17

440
128
51
57
24
78
26
54
32
37
22

451
131
58
65
27
80
27
55
33
39
25

462
134
59
73
29
81
28
57
34
40
26

474
137
61
74
30
81
28
58
35
41
26

486
141
62
76
30
82
29
60
36
42
27

498
144
64
78
31
82
30
61
37
43
28

511
148
65
80
32
83
30
63
38
44
28

523
152
67
82
33
84
31
64
39
45
29

Total Expenses

$856

$893

$949

$991

$1,022

$1,046

$1,071

$1,096

$1,122

$1,148

Net Operating Income

($312)

($253)

($122)

($26)

($23)

($22)

($21)

($19)

($18)

($17)

Source: HSP
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Metrics and Assumptions Used to Determine Net New Vistors to Crawford County at the New Conference Center
Percent of
Percent of Stabilized
Stabilized
Percent of
NonPercent of
NonNumber of
Net New
Visitors
County
Total
County
Non-County
Room
NonVisitors
Visitors
Visitors
Visitors
Visitors per Nights to
Crawford Who Stay
Staying
Making a
Staying
Room
Crawford
County Overnight Overnight
Daytrip
Overnight
Night
County
Conventions, Conferences
Consumer Shows
Corporate Events
Special Events
Banquets/Receptions
Meetings Room Events
Total

60%
40%
40%
40%
33%
33%
39%

75%
15%
65%
40%
33%
40%
49%

45%
6%
26%
16%
11%
13%
18%

25%
85%
35%
60%
70%
60%
82%

3,870
114
1,508
1,136
2,592
1,782
11,002

1.3
1.8
1.2
1.8
1.8
1.2
1.40

2,977
63
1,257
631
1,440
1,485
7,853

Stabilized
Net New
Day Trips
to
Crawford
County
1,290
646
812
1,704
5,498
2,673
12,623

Source: HSP

Kansas Crossing Scenario
Assumptions

HSP projects that the recommended development will induce daytrips and
overnights stays through events. Daytrips are projected to grow to nearly 13,000
net new visits by stabilization, while new room nights are projected at nearly
8,000 annually.

Chapter 9:
Economic, Employment & Fiscal
Impact Analysis
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Direct Net New/Recaptured Spending to Crawford County (000s)

Food & Beverage
Lodging
Retail
Transportation
Other
Total

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 10

Year 20

Total

$312
$461
$103
$155
$123
$1,154

$370
$541
$122
$184
$146
$1,363

$472
$689
$155
$235
$187
$1,737

$538
$773
$177
$269
$213
$1,971

$561
$809
$184
$279
$222
$2,056

$635
$938
$208
$316
$251
$2,348

$812
$1,201
$267
$405
$322
$3,006

$12,563
$18,468
$4,124
$6,260
$4,975
$46,389

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

Direct Net New &
Recaptured Spending

Direct net new, including recaptured, spending falls into five categories: food &
beverage, lodging, retail, transportation and other.
The recommended project is expected to generate nearly $46 million over time.
$12.5 million of this total is expected to come from food & beverage spending,
while lodging is expected to generate approximately $18 million.

Direct, Indirect & Induced Net New Spending to Crawford County (000s)
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 10

Year 20

Total

$1,154
$393
$460
$2,007

$1,363
$465
$543
$2,370

$1,737
$592
$692
$3,022

$1,971
$672
$785
$3,428

$2,056
$701
$819
$3,576

$2,348
$801
$935
$4,084

$3,006
$1,025
$1,197
$5,228

$46,389
$15,816
$18,478
$80,684

Net New Spending
Direct
Indirect
Induced
Total
Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

Direct, Indirect & Induced
Net New Spending

All three levels of spending are expected to combine for over $80 million during
the Project’s first 20 years. As mentioned on the previous slide, $46 million of
spending will come direct spending, while indirect and induced spending are
projected to produce $15.8 million and $18.4 million.

Net New Full-Time Equivalent Jobs from Direct, Indirect & Induced Earnings
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 10

Year 20

Average

14
5
6
24

16
5
6
28

20
7
8
35

22
8
9
38

22
8
9
39

22
8
9
39

22
8
9
39

22
7
9
38

Net New FTE Jobs
From Direct
From Indirect
From Induced
Total
Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

Net New Earnings &
Full-Time Equivalent Jobs

Jobs will be created onsite as well as onsite and offsite from the direct, indirect
and induced spending, which are expected to produce net new earnings. The
project is expected to create enough earnings to support an average of 38 new
jobs.

Net New Earnings from Direct, Indirect & Induced Spending (000s)
Net New Earnings
From Direct
From Indirect
From Induced
Total

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 10

Year 20

Total

$377
$127
$136
$640

$445
$150
$161
$756

$567
$191
$205
$964

$644
$217
$233
$1,093

$672
$226
$243
$1,141

$767
$258
$277
$1,302

$981
$331
$355
$1,667

$15,145
$5,104
$5,479
$25,727

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

Net New Earnings

Earnings are estimated at nearly $26 million during the period shown, allowing
for the creation and support of the new jobs discussed in the previous slide.

Construction Impact
Impact
Direct Materials Spending
Indirect Spending
Induced Spending
Total

$
$
$
$

9,760,000
2,730,000
4,350,000
16,840,000

Direct Labor Spending
Employment (Job Years)

$

14,640,000
270

Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

Construction Impact

Based on estimated construction costs for Kansas Crossing Scenario,
construction impact is expected to total $9.7 million for materials spending and
$14.6 million for direct labor spending.

Fiscal Impact - City and County Tax Impacts from Net New Spending (000s)
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 10

Year 20

Total

$28

$33

$42

$47

$49

$57

$73

$1,123

$96
$131
$255

$14
$21
$67

$18
$26
$86

$20
$30
$97

$21
$31
$101

$24
$36
$117

$30
$46
$149

$555
$819
$2,497

Taxes Collected
County Hotel Tax (6%)
Local Portion of Sales Tax (2.5%)
Portion to County (1%)
Portion to City (1.5%)
Total

Construction impacts in Year 1, assuming 50% materials purchased locally
Source: Hunden Strategic Partners

Fiscal Impact

HSP estimated tax collections within Crawford County and the City of Pittsburg due to the Project.
The Kansas Crossing Scenario is expected to generate $2.5 million in total fiscal impact to the County
in the first 20 years. The portion of sales tax that will be collected by the City of Pittsburg directly are
expected to total approximately $820,000 over the same period.

Summary of
20-Year Impacts
The Project, in the Kansas Crossing Scenario,
is expected to generate $82 million in net
new spending, nearly $26 million in net new
earnings and 40 new full-time equivalent jobs
at stabilization.
Capturable fiscal impact accruing to Crawford
County and the City of Pittsburg is expected
to total approximately $2.5 million from sales,
hotel, food & beverage and real estate taxes.

Summary of 20-Year Estimated Impacts
Net New Spending
Direct
Indirect
Induced
Total

(millions)
$47
$16
$19
$82

Net New Earnings
From Direct
From Indirect
From Induced
Total

(millions)
$15
$5
$6
$26

Net New FTE Jobs
From Direct
From Indirect
From Induced
Total

Actual
23
8
9
40

Taxes Collected
County Hotel Tax (6%)
Local Portion of Sales Tax (2.5%)
Portion to County (1%)
Portion to City (1.5%)
Total

(millions)
$1.1

Construction Impact
New Materials Spending
New Labor Spending

(millions)
$16.8
$14.6

Job-Years, Actual

$0.6
$0.8
$2.5
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Source: Hunden Strategic Partners
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Hunden Strategic Partners is a full-service real estate
development advisory practice specializing in destination assets.
With professionals in Chicago, San Diego, Indianapolis and
Minneapolis, HSP provides a variety of services for all stages of
destination development in:
- Real Estate Market & Financial Feasibility
- Economic, Fiscal & Employment Impact Analysis (Cost/Benefit)
- Organizational Development
- Public Incentive Analysis
- Economic and Tourism Policy/Legislation Consulting
- Research & Statistical Analysis
For further information about Hunden Strategic
Partners, please contact:
Hunden Strategic Partners
213 W. Institute Place, Suite 707
Chicago, Illinois 60610
312.643.2500
www.hundenpartners.com

- Developer Solicitation & Selection
The firm and its principal have performed more than 700 studies
over the past 20 years, with more than $4.5 billion in built,
successful projects.
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